2023 Impact Report

Israel Policy Forum is dedicated to advancing the goal of a two-state outcome in order to preserve Israel’s future as secure, Jewish, and democratic.

Timely Policy Analysis and Reports

Israel Policy Forum published three major studies, 19 policy issue explainers, and 27 op-eds. We convened dozens of private briefings for members of the media, Congress, and the Biden administration on our policy research priorities.

Government Relations Impact Highlights

**Spring** | Israel Policy Forum staff conducted dozens of briefings on Capitol Hill amidst the unfolding political drama in Israel sparked by the proposed judicial overhaul.

**May** | President Biden provided video remarks to Israel Policy Forum in honor of outgoing board chair Susie Gelman, reinforcing support for our organization’s mission.

**July** | Israel Policy Forum led a high-level delegation of congressional staff to Israel and the West Bank.

**Sept** | Chief Policy Officer Michael Koplow testified to the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on the Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia on ‘No Incentives for Terrorism: U.S. Implementation of the Taylor Force Act and Efforts to Stop Pay to Slay’.

**Sept** | Sens. Jon Ossoff (D-GA), Todd Young (R-IN), James Lankford (R-OK), and Cory Booker (D-NJ) introduced the bipartisan Middle East Security Coordination Act to strengthen and protect a key U.S. military and diplomatic post in the Middle East. The bipartisan bill would authorize new funding for the United States Security Coordinator (USSC) for Israel and the Palestinian Authority, coming after threats to downgrade its rank. Israel Policy Forum has a long history of supporting Israeli-Palestinian security cooperation and the vital work of the USSC and we are grateful to have partnered on this crucial effort.

“IPF Atid has consistently shown itself to be head and shoulders above other players when it comes to the granular, nuanced, but clear-sighted analysis of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.”

Josh Curtis (D.C.) Delegation Testimonial
In 2023, IPF ATID

We have seen a surge of interest in our online content, including our flagship Koplow Column weekly commentary, infographics and short Israel Policy Pause videos on Instagram, and our podcast, Israel Policy Pod, which is now among the most popular Israel and Jewish interest podcasts available.

Participation in our timely webinars has also grown, with our emergency briefing following the October 7 attacks attended by over 1,000 participants and featured on an Israeli Channel 12 primetime news broadcast.

Israel Policy Forum experts have been cited by dozens of media publications in the past year, including The New York Times and The Washington Post, and have appeared on CNN, BBC, NPR, and other television and radio outlets.

Amplifying Our Message

Thousands of new podcast listeners, email subscribers, website visitors, and social media followers.

Educating Communities

Israel Policy Forum partnered with 42 organizations on 57 community-wide programs across North America, and launched the first of several intensive cohort-learning programs on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict for Jewish community professionals.

Engaging and Empowering the Next Generation

IPF Atid—our flagship program engaging young adults in their 20s and 30s—has become among the fastest-growing, most dynamic, and diverse platforms for young American Jews seeking content, nuance, connection, and informed and thoughtful debate about Israel and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

In 2023, IPF ATID

Hosted 238 Events Across 23 Cities for 6000+ Attendees

Including 2000+ New Faces Partnering with 100+ Organizations Across 129 Joint Events

A new Campus Policy Fellowship model

Featured Engaging Across

16 Campus Policy Fellows 440+ Students with original programming 19 Campuses

Subscribe to receive our latest updates and analysis: @israelpolicyforum israelpolicyforum.org